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postpones
Alibaba, part of planned Taiwan fund, won't Japan
launch of mini rocket
seek board seats at local firms - source
Alibaba Group Holding,
which is awaiting regulatory
approval for a $45 million fund
it is participating in, has promised the Taiwanese government it will not take board
seats at local firms the fund
invests in, a source with direct knowledge of the matter
said.
The fund is being raised
by China Development Financial Holding (CDF), one of the
island's biggest financial holding firms, and the Chinese ecommerce giant is planning
to take a 29.99 percent stake.
The deal has yet to be approved by Taiwan's Investment Commission despite an
application three months ago,

raising concern that the fund
may be rejected amid a chill
in political relations with
China.
It follows a $300 million

Preply.com announces an opportunity for students - teachers to
enhance their careers
Ahmedabad,
India:
Preply.com, an international
e-learning and teaching
website, announces an opportunity for Indian students
and teachers to enhance their
careers. The website helps
people find online, native and
local teachers of foreign languages, science,humanities,
and various hobbies. The
wide variety of courses (from
learning English languageto
even acting) is what makes
Preply.com unique.
According to the World
Bank, while more than 95
percent of Indian children attend primary school, just 40
percent of Indian adolescents
attend secondary school.
Preply.com aims to support

the “Digital India” initiative by
making education accessible
to students across India and
providing teachers a platform
from which to share their
knowledge.
Commenting on the Indian market, Kirill Bigai, CoFounder &amp; CEO, says:
“Preply.com wants to ensure
that Indian students get access to the best quality education possible at an affordable cost. Our website is
available to students across
India and the only requirement is an internet connection. This platform also helps
freelance, part-time or even
full-time teachers who are
searching for new students.
(19-10)

FMSMTA to provide better competitive
business environment: Sanghavi

Ahmedabad: Recipient of
Life time achievement award
from Bombay Fountain Pen
Manufacturers & Traders Association, federation of
Maharashtra Stationery
Manufacturers & Traders Association and Rajula Seva
Mandal, Mr. Pravin Sanghavi
is a name synonymous with
pencil manufacturing industry. He started his life journey at a very tender age in
this industry. His knowledge
and technical know-how is so
appreciated in this sector that
he was invited in Mauritius by
Messr. Pelican Pencils to enlighten them as it was closed
down due to technical problems. First time in Indian history that pencil technology
was gone out of India which

was recognised and published by all leading newspaper. He retired from his successful tenure and now is
socially active in making difference in the lives of people. He is now chairman of
FMSMTA and is all set to bring
revolution in the industry for
upliftment and betterment of
people associated with stationery business.
What is Federation of
Maharashtra stationery
manufacturers & Traders Association (FMSMTA) all
about?FMSMTA was formed
with the vision of providing
fair trade and to develop cordial relationship between
manufacturers, traders, and
consumers to provide favourable environment for the further growth of the stationery
industry.
FMSMTA also aims at providing better platform for providing visibility and networking between dealers and
manufacturers. FMSMTA has
also many a times worked as
a pressure point to government on behalf of industry to
bring out positive policies in
favour of people associated
with this industry.

Fullerton India announces
the launch of Finnovatica
Ahmedabad: Fullerton India, a leading non-banking financial company in India,
with a strong pan-India presence has announced the
launch of Finnovatica, a platform that seeks to nurture innovative ideas from talented
young minds. Through this
program, Fullerton India aims
to providing a platform
foraspiring student entrepreneurs frompremier engineering institutesto design and
develop innovative ideas primarily in the field of finance
and commerce.
Fullerton India has kept
analytics, innovation and
digitisation as fundamental
pillars of its financial services
offering and uses a variety of
emerging technology and
analytics to enable easy fric-

tion-free solution delivery to
its customers.
Commenting on the
launch, Mr. Anand Natarajan,
Head of Strategy and Business Execution, Fullerton India said, “Digital First is a fundamental philosophy for
Fullerton India and we continue to invest for the future
in talent, capability and in
emerging technologies with
the aim of providing easy and
intuitive financial solutions to
our customers. As a firm, we
stimulate innovation from
both within and outside the
organization. Finnovatica is a
collaborative platform to nurture ideas frombright young
minds and provide financial
and logistical support within
an environment of friendly
competition.” (19-8)

Taiwan Entrepreneur Fund
that Alibaba founder Jack Ma
announced in 2015 but while
the start-ups that the fund has
invested in so far are based
in Taiwan, they are not incorporated in Taiwan.
Beijing cut off an official
communications channel with
Taiwan in June, after Taiwan's
President Tsai Ing-wen declined to commit to the "One
China" principle that Taiwan
is part of China.
In a sign of heightened
tensions, Taiwan scrambled
jets and navy ships on
Wednesday as a group of

Chinese warships led by China's sole aircraft carrier sailed
north through the Taiwan
Strait.Other business deals
have been affected. In November, Taiwan's ChipMOS
Technologies said it scrapped a
planned $373 million stake sale
to China's Tsinghua Unigroup
due to uncertainty about Taiwanese regulatory clearance, the
second deal in eight months involving Unigroup and a firm in
the island to fall through. The
source, who declined to be identified due to the sensitivity of the
subject.
said Alibaba's investment
plans offered benefits to Taiwan
startups."Alibaba can offer Taiwan entrepreneurs assistance
to enter markets not only in
China but in Southeast Asia
as well," said the source.The
commission said that it was
appropriate to take a more
cautious approach to investments from China.We welcome foreign investments,
and Chinese investments in
principle as well," said Emile
Chang, the commission's executive secretary. "But the review process is stricter."Other

Tata Motors starts TRUCK
RACER TRAINING AND
SELECTION PROGRAM

Ahmedabad: In line with the
company’s strategic objective of
making the profession of truck
driving aspirational, Tata Motors
hasannouncedthe second
editionof the T1 PRIMA TRUCK
R A C I N G
CHAMPIONSHIP t r u c k
driverrace selection and training
program- TheT1
Racer Program
(TRP 2.0).Acting
as a catalyst to
induct drivers into the commercial vehicle profession, the T1
Racer Program will present
shortlisted Indian truck
drivers,with an opportunity to
compete in Season IV of the
T1 Truck Racing Championship
at India’s globally renowned F1
race track – The Buddh International Circuit (BIC), Greater
Noida.After as stellar performances by Jagat Singh and
Nagarjuna amongst others, is
a testimony to the success of
the Truck Racer Program, organised for the first time during the T1 PRIMA TRUCK RACING
CHAMPIONSHIP
2016.Having being trained for
over three months by some of
the best race instructors in India roped in by MOMA (MOMA
Motorsport Management), the

‘Heroes of the Highways’ took
home the highest price money
ever won in an Indian
motorsports event, held in
2016. A sum of rupees 10 lakhs
each was awarded to winners
who stood first in
the two SUPER
CLASS races. TRP
2.0 has attracted
over 1000 applications for Season IV of the T1
PRIMA TRUCK
RACING CHAMPIONSHIP 2017. Speaking on the
occasion, R.T. WASAN, Vice
President (Commercial), Commercial Vehicles, Tata Motors,
said,“As a leader in the Indian
commercial vehicle space, Tata
Motors has always been at the
forefront in introducing first-ofits-kind innovative initiatives
and with the truck racing, we
conceptualized theT1 Racer
Program, held last year for Indian truck drivers, for the very
first time.Designed with the
idea of making the profession
of trucking and truck driving
aspirational, TRPwill act as a
catalyst to induct Indian drivers into the fast growing T1
family and TRP 2.0 has over two
times the number of truck drivers participating for a race seat,
over the last year. (1-7)

investors in the fund include
Quanta Computer, a supplier of

Apple Inc, and Far EasTone Telecommu

BD India and Zydus Hospitals
join hands to support safe
insulin injection practices

Ahmedabad: In an effort
to enhance patient awareness
about appropriate insulin injection technique, Forum for
Injection Technique (FIT), India today released the revised
recommendations - FITTER
India recommendations 2017.
The new recommendations
would help to achieve the best
possible health outcomes by
ensuring that the correct dose
of medication is delivered to
the correct injection site, using the correcttechnique.
Leading medical technology
company, BD India and Zydus
Hospitals and Research Centre, Ahmedabad offered support to this initiative by pledging to encourage patient
safety standards in diabetes
management, including safe
injection practices as well as
safe disposal of insulin syringes and needles.

According to current studies, 69.2 million Indiansare
affected with diabetes. By
2030, the prevalence of diabetes among Indians is projected to reach 87 million. Insulin is the mainstay of treatment in diabetes and about
3.2 million Indians depend on
insulin injections for the management of diabetes. With
time, majority of people with
type 2 diabetes eventually
need insulin therapy for the
optimal control of glucose levels. All people living with type
1 diabetes are recommended
intensive insulin therapy.
However, incorrect technique
of injecting insulin may increase the risk of poor
glycemic control and prevent
people on insulin from adherence to therapy – leading to
sub-optimal clinical outcomes.
(19-10)

Japan's space agency
postponed on Wednesday
the launch of a mini rocket
that will put a satellite into
space because of strong
wind, an agency spokeswoman said.
The Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA)
had planned to launch the
SS-520 rocket, which is
about 10 metres (35 feet)
long and 50 centimetres
(20 inches) in diameter, at
i ts Uchinoura Space
Center in southern Japan,
early on Wednesday.
The rocket, which media has called the world's
smallest space rocket, will
carry a 3-kg (6.6 lb), 35centimetre (14 inches)
satellite, which will
take images of the
earth and gather other
data.
The agency has not
decided when it would
try to launch the
rocket again. The
spokeswoman said it
would usually took at
least two days to reschedule a launch.
The rocket was
built with 400 million
yen (2.8 mil l ion
pounds) from the
trade ministry. Private
firms paid for various
parts, the spokeswoman said.
Japan's
space
agency postponed on
Wednesday the launch
of a mini rocket that
will put a satellite into
space because of
s t ro n g w i n d , a n
agency spokeswoman
said. The Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (JAXA) had

planned to launch the SS520 rocket, which is about
10 metres (35 feet) long
and 50 centimetres (20
inches) in diameter, at its
Uchinoura Space Center in
southern Japan, early on
Wednesday.The rocket,
which media has called the
world's smallest space
rocket, will carry a 3-kg
(6.6 lb), 35-centimetre (14
inches) satellite, which will
take images of the earth
and gather other data.
The agency has not decided when it would try to
launch the rocket again.
The spokeswoman said it
would usually took at least
two days to reschedule a
launch.

